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(specialty 09.00.13)

Vakhrusheva E.Ju. On the problem of socialist realism ideas formation 
During the formation of socialism, culture presented a certain historical moment 

of regular artistic, conscious occurrence of a unique culture system. In post-war peri
od art market stopped its existence and could not satisfy the consumer “taste”, all the 
trends of art activity were under the influence of a common Union of Soviet creative 
people. This Union controlled the publishing and exhibiting activity and all the trends 
of art culture activity. 
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Mitaleva M.V. The study of a problem of Leonardo da Vinci’s knowledge method 
in foreign researchers' works 

It is considered and analyzed the problem of  Leonardo da Vinci’s knowledge 
methods in the scientific foreign literature. Within the analysis, the author studies ba
sic works of foreign scientists from the end of XIX century till nowadays, that com
prise the consideration of philosophic and scientific views of Leonardo da Vinci. 

Key words: Leonardo da Vinci, the problem of knowledge method, philosophy 
of Renaissance, the foreign scientific literature.
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Zabolotnaya A.S.  The theory of an official nationality as an ideologically-theo
retical and philosophic-law basis of autocracy in Russia

It investigated the philosophic and conceptual aspect of official nationality theo
ry of S.S. Uvarov. It is considered the character of official ideology within the reign 
of Nikolai I as an attempt to define philosophic and law basis of Russian autocracy. It 
is analyzed S.S. Uvarov's theoretical comprehension of the Russian state ideal, its au
thentic institutions. The considered conception became the ideological precondition 
of political and law, social changes in Russia in the XIX century. 

Key words: theory of official nationality, autocracy, orthodoxy, nationality, tradi
tion, the state ideology, education.
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Kovaleva N.L. Philosophic and anthropological analysis of religious-spiritual and 
secular  traditions  polarization  within  the  development  of  Russian  culture  in 
XVII-XVIII centuries

The philosophic and anthropological analysis of religious-spiritual and secular 
traditions polarization within the development of Russian culture in XVII-XVIII cen
turies lets comprehend the world outlook mental  component of socially  historical 
subjects' activity and show that the main content of Peter's I reforms was the culture 
secularization that  destroyed the Medieval  integrity  of  ancient  Russia  culture  and 
cognition. At the same time the church reform contributed the sacralization of the 
main secular institutions and culture phenomena. It led to the formation of a new and 
specific phenomenon for the secular culture – “secular holiness”.

Key words: religious-spiritual and secular tradition, Russian culture, reforms of 
Peter I.
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ECONOMICS
(specialty 08.00.05)

Khodorich I.A. The main trends of the urban economical institutional sphere im
provement

It is investigated the main trends of the urban economical institutional sphere 
improvement, studied the foreign experience and concluded the necessity to form ter
ritorial communities the functioning of which will complete the model of Russian 
self-government.
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LAW
(specialty 12.00.01)

Klyamorova  Ju.S. The  world  experience  of  the  decentralized  establishments 
functioning as the subjects of the public law.

It is carried out the analysis of the state corporations and public establishments 
activity within the context of their activity in Russia and abroad. Establishments that 
are similar in names to the Russian state corporations also take place abroad. In Rus
sian science literature they are called as decentralized administration or decentralized 
establishments. The analysis of the Russian and foreign legislation in the sphere of 
organization activity regulation lets point out its main features: the status of the incor



porated person; joint participation of the group in its activity, in making decisions and 
their realization, property and income; professional or branch direction of its activity. 

Key words: the state, corporation, establishment, law, Office of Rail Regulation, 
public corporation,  foreign legal regulation. 
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